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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2243903A1] The locking system (S) for fastening the sides (3A,3B) of a wired panel (3) to two posts (2), includes at least two shaped
plates (4), associated to respective meshes of said wired panel. Each plate (4) includes: a bolt (5) for fastening the plate (4) and the respective
side (3A,3B) to the corresponding post (2); a washer of rubber (15), fitted adherently onto the bolt (5) and aimed at keeping the bolt linked to the
plate (4) when the latter is separated from said post (2); two hooks (60), made integral with the plate (4) and aimed at fastening said plate (4) to the
net structure of said panel (3), when the latter is separated from said posts (2), with said hooks (60) being also aimed at supporting the respective
side (3A,3B) of said panel (3), due to at least partial screwing of said bolt (5); a square wing (70), integral with the plate (4) and aimed at going in
abutment onto said post (2), due to tightening said bolt (5), to prevent rotations of the plate (4) and of the associated panel (3) with respect to the
axis of the bolt(5), in co-operation with the wing (70) of the plate (4) situated on the opposite side.
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